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Board Meeting - Open Forum Discussion 

Monday, October 28, 2019 

5:00 PM at the Cape Canaveral Library 

 
Call to order: President Bryan Ellsworth called the meeting to order at 5:00 PM.  
 

Establish a quorum of Directors: A quorum was established with President Bryan Ellsworth, Vice President Bill 

Tuomela and Secretary/Treasurer Robert Parlin. Jennifer Vo from Reconcilable Differences was present along with 40 

members.  
 

Open Discussion: Bryan reminded the owners that the Board members are owners as well, and they are tasked with 

making hard decisions for the community. With this understanding, the Board encouraged owners to volunteer to assist 

the Board by participating in committees and/or running for the 2020 Board. Bryan then opened the meeting for 

discussion.  

• An owner requested the Board hold a special meeting to address a signed petition to change the proportion of the 

HOA and special assessment fees to require the owners of buildings 6 and 7 to pay 2/3 of all cost and the owners 

of buildings 1,2,3, 4, and 5 to pay 1/3 of the cost. The owner asked the board to hold an assembly of all owners 

and discuss this proposal. The owner addressed the membership stating the owners in building 1-5 pay for 

common elements and limited common elements of building 6 and 7 that they do not use and they urged the 

owners to come to a consensus to divide the HOA fees and special assessment in a manner that is, in their 

opinion, fairer. The resident reported that Jennifer told him the Association lawyer had previously told her that in 

order to change the documents, the Association would need 100% owner approval as stated in our documents. 

The owner said that there is a new law that states the Association does not need 100% approval. The owner 

expressed that our by-laws are faulty and need to be changed. The owner wanted to close and eliminate the west 

pool. Bryan accepted the owner’s petition and will invite the Association lawyer to be present for his explanation 

on what we need to do as an Association to make these types of changes. The declaration is currently written to 

reflect all owners pay equally, and to change it will need more than just a majority vote.  

• An owner addressed what common elements are. She provided background stating that she is not an attorney, but 

she is a real estate investor owning over 150 properties and she does her due diligence before she purchases 

anything. She stated this is something the owners of building 6 and 7, obviously did not do if they bought before 

2007 because these records are public records and are available to see that there has been deferred maintenance 

since 2007. She stated that the common elements that are established for Harbor Oaks condominium documents 

are 40 years old and are no longer valid due to a FL Statute 718 amendment which was passed by the legislation 

in 2015 to address this issue. She said that they are no longer applicable to condominiums in 2019 and to say there 

is nothing we can do is incorrect. She states there is something we can do, which is to come into an agreement of 

what is common and uncommon elements. She provided examples of common elements which are landscape, 

clubhouse, and pools. She referred to items that are uncommon amenities, such as elevators, trash chutes, and 

garages that are not shared by all owners. She stated the 2-story owners do not have the same use of elements that 

they are paying for, such as electricity in the garages nor do they have use of a garage. She posed a question to the 

audience asking if that is a fair and equitable thing to impose on all 110 owners. She urged the audience to change 

the percentage proportion of the HOA fees. She then discussed what happens when owners cannot pay. The 

Association is able attach a lien and foreclose. She reminded the members we currently have 6 units for sale and 

banks will not finance in an Association with too many units up for sale. The Board has agreed to hold a future 

membership meeting to discuss the information that she has provided and to determine the Associations option’s.  

• Another resident commented that he has been a long-term resident since 1987 in the midrise and had lived at 

Harbor Oaks for more than 6 months before a Board member brought him the condominium documents where he 

first learned that the 2-story building and midrise were all one Association. Since he has been at Harbor Oaks, he 
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has paid a number special assessments and his monthly assessment. He stated due to the construction of his 

building which is steel frame and masonry versus the 2-story buildings which are wood frame buildings, this is 

why the 2-story buildings require more maintenance cost. He has reported there have been more stairways, 

walkways, replaced roofs, repairs to the buildings, and repairs to the pool then he can count. He stated there were 

even two of the 2-story buildings that were tented and gassed due to insect infestation. He feels that the past 

payments have covered the 2-story buildings for many years and it is now time for the midrise buildings to be 

maintained. 

• A resident asked why the painting project is being done before the restoration project and why seal the shutters 

when they have to come off for the restoration project? Bryan explained that the painting will be done before 

restoration due to the contractor’s schedule and will also make the much-needed vertical repairs. Bill explained 

the painting contractor will make vertical repairs and have 30 gallons of left over paint for the restoration project. 

Bryan explained at this time, the painting contractor will seal around the shutters because we are not going to ask 

the owners to remove their shutters yet, since the restoration project is still a year out.  

• A resident asked what the difference is between pooling and component methods. Bryan answered that pooling 

will still have line items same as the component method but the pooling method allows for more flexibility to 

access the funds as needed where needed. Bryan advised the FL Statue requires condominium associations 
to establish reserve funding for deferred maintenance items such as the roof, painting, pavement and 
any item having a deferred maintenance cost or replacement cost of over $10,000. The Board confirmed 

that the funds cannot be used for items that are not listed as deferred maintenance line items.  

• A resident asked where the $506 figure for the future HOA fee comes from Jennifer’s letter come from. 
Bryan stated the $506 is the fully funded pool amount. Since many owners requested the HOA fee stay 
below $500, on the budget sheet we elected to show the $470 as the proposed HOA fee of the pool and 
partially funded reserve account. Bryan stated the numbers were derived from the reserve study.  

• A resident requested to know when the special assessment amount will be known because the estimates 
have been growing from $10,000 to 15,000. Bryan stated they have narrowed the contract down to two 
contractors and looking for additional financing information from the local banks. Bryan stated we are 
computing the additional cost of repairs that are needed before finalizing the contract.  

• A resident requested to know why we did not use another for engineering firm for the restoration 
project? Another resident responded that Keystone Engineering is the best in Brevard Country and are 
very reputable. Bryan advised in 2007, the Board at that time had Keystone Engineering as one of the 
two engineers used to evaluate the midrise with repair recommendations. A resident stated if the 
previous board had made the recommended repairs, possibly we would not have gotten assessed so 
high. A resident stated if we were to get another engineering report it would cost an additional $6,000 
for the same evaluation. Another owner stated no, having another engineering firm evaluate could 
provide a different solution on correcting the repairs which maybe cheaper. The Board advised they will 
continue to move forward because the repairs in building 7 need to be done due to the fact the retention 
cable has broken.  

• A resident stated she just moved into the community and was not made aware of a possible high special 
assessment nor how the Association would expect payment? Bryan stated they are currently reviewing 
financing options and the possibility of phasing the assessments in over time but no decision has been 
made yet.  

• A resident asked if the petition meeting will happen before the special assessment meeting. Bryan 
stated the petition meeting will depend on venue and lawyer’s availability. Bryan stated the Board will 
still hold the budget meeting to pass the budget before the end of the year and if we need to revisit the 
budget again after the petition meeting we can.  

• Owners complimented the Board on their hard work keeping the landscaping beautiful. 

• Many owners thanked the Board for their service and for holding the meeting. Bryan stated that the 
documents were amended to allow for additional members to be a part of the board. Up to seven board 
of directors are allowed and he encouraged residents to take part in the community.  

 

Next meeting: Budget meeting November 2, 2019 at 10AM at the Cape Canaveral Library.  
 

Adjournment: Bryan adjourned meeting at 6:15 pm.  
 

Thank you,  

Jennifer Vo 

Community Association Manager 


